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Every time we see
photos of Africa,
we get a jolt of
adrenaline. The
surrounding jungle
is thick and dark
and forbidding, the
roads are generally
bad, there are plenty
of things that can
kill you with venom,
claws, or bullets.
In short, we love it!
Where else can you
get such incredible
adventures while
wheeling a 4WD
Toyota like Stephen’s
HJ60 Land Cruiser?
This photo shows
the road soon after
departing Calabar
and heading towards
the Cameroonian
border.
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Excited team
members ce
lebrate
on the side of
the road whe
n
our GPS info
rmed us that
we
were crossing
the equator.
We
are exactly in
the middle of
planet, betw
the
een the two
poles.

he HJ60 Land Cruiser
lurched over the edge
and dropped into the
soup below. The vehic
muddy
le’s rear bumper and ba
ck lef t panel smashed
against a solid wall of
hard
earth, precipitating th
e unmistakable tinkling
shat tering glass. “Don
of
’t stop!” Timo yelled. “It
’s only our rear lights!
the momentum going
Just keep
forward and don’t sto
p for anything!” The La
ploughed forward, va
nd Cruiser
liantly powering its wa
y
through deep viscous
persistent, lashing rain.
mud and
Both dif f locks were en
gaged and the BFG Mu
tires relentlessly chur
d Terrain
ned the deep mud as
the Cruiser slid from sid
and desperately strug
eto-side
gled to find traction in
the slipper y sludge. Al
us, although securely
l four of
strapped in, sat on th
e edge of our seats an
intently ahead. No one
d peered
spoke as we stared int
o the river of mud illum
our headlight beams,
ina
ted by
but ever yone was think
ing the same thing, “H
Cameroon’s nonexisten
ow could
t roads possibly deter
iorate any further?”
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Just when we thought
the main “highway”
across west Africa co
deteriorate any furthe
uld not
r; we were greeted wit
h scenes like these in
Cameroon. Naturally
western
it looks like a 4WD Toy
ota owner’s dream!

WHAT WE CAME FOR

We had waited 14 hours
for this opportunity to get
back on the road to Kumba,
in southwestern Cameroon,
after a huge 16-wheeler truck,
buried deep in the mud, had
blocked our progress for the
entire day and well into the
night. When our turn came
there was no way we were
going to let anybody jump
the queue ahead of us, giving
them the possibility of getting
stuck and blocking the
road yet again. (Amazingly,
most local transportation
is accomplished using the
2-wheel drive Toyota Corolla,
which is light enough to be
pushed, pulled and coaxed
through the never-ending
rivers of mud that pass for
roads in Cameroon). This
full-day delay typified the very
slow progress that we had
been making through a world
of constant rain and endless
mud, although our muddy
adventures had actually
begun several weeks earlier
in neighboring Nigeria.

A full month of rest,
recuperation and lazy
beach days in Ghana had
culminated with a stay at
Grand Popo in Benin. After a
visit to the notorious UNESCO
“Point of No Return” slave
memorial at Ouidah, we
somewhat anxiously entered
Nigeria. Nigeria does not
have the greatest international
reputation, to say the least,
so we were understandably
edgy as we departed the
border post towards Lagos.
Barely two miles down the
road, we were pulled over
at our first checkpoint just
in time to see a soldier fire
two live rounds low over the
roof of a crowded minibus
taxi that had failed to heed
his instructions to stop and
wait. This did very little to
relax our nervous team and
when, a few miles further
on, we passed a dead
body next to the road, we
were becoming decidedly
uncomfortable about what
we had gotten ourselves
into. However, we began to

relax in the days ahead as
we realized that, outside of
the sprawling cities, Nigerian
people were generally very
friendly and welcoming. This
was typified by the generosity
of the Nigerian manager of
the Protea Hotel in Abuja
who, on hearing about
our adventurous journey,
decided that we deserved
a complimentary stay in his
four-star hotel!
There was one persistent
hassle in Nigeria and that
was the constant police
roadblocks and military
checkpoints. Checkpoints
usually purported to have
a very specific purpose,
which could be anything
from immigration or customs
inspections to narcotics or
human trafficking. In all we
would have to endure the
questions and inspections
of 129 checkpoints before
we crossed the border into
Cameroon. Some of the
military and police officers
who ran the control points
were friendly and waved us

through, many more wanted
a small gift (bribe) to speed
up the process, and just one
or two were plain angry and
aggressive. We knew it was
time to depart Nigeria when
one particularly incensed
soldier angrily knocked on
the window with the barrel of
his gun and screamed at us
to show him more respect.
Staring down the barrel of a
9mm pistol at close range,
and knowing that throughout
Africa few soldiers trouble
themselves with the use
of safety catches, only
heightened our desire to
reach the Otu border post
and bid farewell to Nigeria.

THIS IS A ROAD? COOL!

All the way across Nigeria
and right up until the city of
Calabar, where we needed
to stop and acquire visas, we
had driven on good tar roads.
At the time, we did not realize
that it would take nearly
a month before we would
track down our next paved
road. It was early September
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A wild forest
buffalo studies
us inquisitively in
Lopa National Park,
Gabon.
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A green turtle
returns to the
ocean after having
spent hours digging
a nest and laying
her eggs on Jale
Beach, Sao Toma.

re is exc
75% of Gabon, but the
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viewing in the forest
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Walking into colonial history in Agostinho Neto,
the old Portuguese capitol, on the island of Sao
Toma.

and the midst of the rainy
season when we crossed
into western Cameroon
to confront the muddy
conditions. The “roads” were
in an atrocious state and
many people thought that
we were plain mad to tackle
them during the heavy rains,
but we decided to give it
a shot, as we desperately
wanted to try and reach
South Africa (which was still
a long way off) by Christmas.
And anyway, we were in a
Land Cruiser!
The road from the border
to Mamfe was shockingly
bad with deep craters dug by
heavy logging trucks but as
we approached Kumba, and
the area of our 14-hour delay,
the road deteriorated still
further. It was inconceivable
to think that this was actually
the main highway that joined
Nigeria to neighboring
Cameroon and even the local
Cameroonian drivers agreed
that it was difficult to consider
this a road.
The HJ60 labored on
through the mud bath
that did a far better job of
impersonating a well-used
elephant mud wallow, than
a road! The Toyota Land
Cruiser is an awesome
machine that, with the aid of
its BF Goodrich mud-terrain
tires, managed (where
countless lesser vehicles

had failed) to forge a route
through the never-ending
mud. After some perilously
close calls, including nearly
rolling our truck, and on
the verge of exhaustion, we
eventually made it safely to
Kumba at 4am and collapsed
into a deep slumber.

the same way as a true wine
connoisseur appreciates
a fine bottle of well-aged
Bordeaux. Although we had
no fine red wine to toast
our successful passage
through the muddiest region
in equatorial Africa, we did
have a very special bottle
of champagne (that had
CONQUERING MOUNT
miraculously survived the six
CAMEROON
month journey all the way
Feeling the strong need for
from London), which we
some exercise and in a bid
popped it to celebrate our
to avoid the rain and escape
successful crossing of the
the damp musty smell of
equator.
the vehicle, we decided to
Six months of being
climb west Africa’s highest
cooped up in the same
mountain. Mount Cameroon
vehicle 24/7, even with your
(4095m/13,435 feet) was
best friends, is a seriously
high enough to allow us
tough undertaking. The
to climb through the cloud
four of us were all still on
line and enjoy our first
good terms but there was
sunshine in weeks. After
no denying the feeling that
conquering the peak, we
every conceivable topic
thankfully found that the
of conversation had long
roads of eastern Cameroon
since been flogged to death.
were in considerably better
We had also listened to
shape. We stopped for a
absolutely every CD in our
short break at Kribi Beach
combined collection at least
to see a spectacular coastal
50 times. What we all needed
waterfall, before making
was some time apart, a short
excellent time towards the
break to do our own things
border. An easy crossing into
and to meet some other
neighboring Gabon found
people, before we took on
us on a spectacular road, in
the war-torn Congo. Gabon,
near-pristine condition, that
being a relatively safe
wound through the dense
country with decent national
rain forests. Many weeks of
parks and a developing
Cameroonian mud ensured
tourism infrastructure, would
that we appreciated this
be the ideal base for a twogenuine highway in much
week timeout. After stopping

to view wildlife in Reserve de
la Lopa, we headed directly
to Libreville. Katherine and
I jumped off in the capitol
and bid farewell to Tim and
Ciara, who took the vehicle
and embarked on their
personal journey. We didn’t
want to spend two weeks
merely staying in the very
French (and very expensive)
Gabonese capital city, so we
booked two return tickets
and flew to the island nation
of Sïo Toma and Principe.

WHERE?

Although very few people
have heard of Sïo Toma and
Principe, they are two islands
that form an independent
country 600 miles off the
coast of Africa. This little
visited island country, with a
strong Portuguese influence
from colonial times, would
be our home for the next
two weeks. It was an
incredibly relaxed place
with nonexistent crime and
choosing to visit here would
be one of the best decisions
we made on our entire
overland adventure. We
were the only guests staying
in the beach cabins at the
rustic Praia Jale ecolodge.
During the day we had
the gorgeous white-sand
beaches to ourselves while
at night we shared them
with nesting green turtles.
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Time out! Afte
r ﬁve months
in
a Land Cruis
er and too m
uch
mud, we need
ed a break
and escaped
to
beaches of Sa the beautiful
o Toma, a sm
all
island nation
600 miles off
the
coast of Afric
a.
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Next we stayed in the
colonial splendor of
a faded Portuguese
plantation house. We
devoured platters of
fresh seafood, soaked
our weary bodies in
the warm equatorial
waters, scuba dived
submerged volcanic
tunnels and marveled at
bizarre seahorses in the
Lagoa Azul. Sïo Toma
was an island of friendly
faces, happy people and
an unbeatable Edenof-escape before the
challenges that awaited
us in the war-ravaged
Congo. That’s next
issue... 




 
  

  

   

 

